
 

 
 

Question: 1 
 
A user creates a new page from a template with some instructional text in it. The instructional 
text is visible . 
 
A. in page edits but not when viewing the page 
B. when the user is creating the page 
C. only when the option is set to show it in page views 
D. in page edits until the user clicks the option to clear it out  
 

Answer: A 
 

Question: 2 
 
You are asked why the Export Space permission in Confluence is not available to confluence- 
users, Identify two reasons for the current permission restrictions. 
 
A. The export process will trigger a full re-index, which may cause performance problems. 
B. The export process produces a copy of all content in the space that can be easily copied, 
shared, and transmitted. 
C. The export process is memory intensive and can cause performance problems in Confluence. 
D. The export process places the export in the Confluence data directory and requires a system 
administrator to complete the work. 
E. The export process locks Confluence so that users are unable to use it.  
 

Answer: B 
 

Question: 3 
 
You have several closely linkedEprojects that share a handful of documentation spaces. The 
permissions for write access to these pages is complex. 
A new project is formed to handle a new component, but the work is to be done partly by a third-
party Company. This company should not have full access to all of the spaces. E 
How would you recommend structuring the spaces for the new project? 
 
A. Allow the new users access to the existing spaces, but place page restrictions to stop them from 
seeing everything. 
B. Insert a page into one of the spaces and have the new project work exclusively below that 
page. 
C. Create a subspace within one of the project spaces. 
D. Add a new space for the new project and limit the external users to just that space with space 
permissions. 
 

Answer: D 
 

Question: 4 
 
You deleted a page and then restored it. Which three statements are true? 
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A. Any page restrictions were retained. 
B. Any attachments were retained. 
C. Any child pages were restored. 
D. The page was restored to its prior place in the hierarchy. 
E. The page history was retained.  
 

Answer: A, B, E 
 
 

Question: 5 
 
You are creating a custom status report template. 
What can you do to help users maintain a consistent report format? 
 
A. Use instructional text to describe the purpose of each section. 
B. Configure the status report index page to aggregate all status reports. 
C. Set page title to "Status Report - YYYY/MM/dd" to keep the naming consistent. 
D. Configure the page creation wizard to walk users through the purpose of the template.  
 

Answer: A 
 

Question: 6 
 
Your team maintains documentation for a software SDK that your external clients use to integrate 
with your SaaS accounting system. This documentation is maintained in a single Confluence space. 
The documentation needs to be exported in a format that can easily be parsed and republished by 
the external customer web portal, which is not Confluence based. 
Which two export methods are most appropriate for this purpose? 
 
A. Word page export 
B. CSV space export 
C. XML system export 
D. XML space export 
E. PDF space export 
F. HTML space export  
 

Answer: D, F 
 

Question: 7 
 
Your organization has hired an Editor and Style Guide Administrator for your Confluence wiki, and 
you need to set their space permissions so they can moderate and edit content. They will not be 
contributing new content, only making changes to existing content, and you have been directed to 
set their permissions to be as restrictive as possible. 
Which set of Space Permissions would best meet these criteria? 
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Answer: C 
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